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High “TEC” Accuracy.
In a lightweight bow.
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The new AeroTec features Hoyt’s patented
TEC  design for a smooth, shock-free shoot-
ing experience. Its new, sleek design puts the
AeroTec nearly 8 ounces lighter than the
Axis riser, which allows for ideal balance
and a great feel. AeroTec also features an
adjustable limb pocket design that allows for
the traditional Hoyt détente limb system,
but dramatically reduces limb shift through
a new Hardlock détente pocket.

A e r o Te c

Available lengths: 25”

Mass weight: 2 lbs. 14 oz.

Riser style: Deflex geometry,
micro-adjustable
pocket system, 
international limb 
fitting

Fiberglass
Carbon
Foam
Carbon
Fiberglass

Simon Fairweather, 2000
Olympic Gold Medalist, won
using his TEC designed bow.

FX
Limbs

Hoyt patented Total
Engineering Concept (TEC) is
a revolutionary bow design.
TEC engineering has pro-
duced the stiffest risers ever
and properly displaces riser
vibration during the shot to
control the after-shot shock.

The new ulra-light pocket of
the AeroTec incorporates
the popular dovetail limb
mounting system that has
been integrated with an
extremely reliable limb
adjustment system.

The AeroTec features a
lowered rest location rela-

tive to the grip pivot point.
This feature helps cancel
out any inconsistency in

hand pressure or place-
ment for increased accura-

cy.

J.K. Yeon, 2001 FITA
World Champion, shooting

the Hoyt Axis.
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Don’t get us wrong, we love hearing from the readers of AFm. Without your
feedback we wouldn’t have a clue. But here’s how it goes. After each issue
comes out, we get letters, emails, faxes, and phone calls that say basically
“What a great magazine . . .” or “Archery Focus is my favorite archery mag-
azine . . .” or “Good issue . . .,” and then the compliments are always fol-
lowed by “but,” as in “. . . but there’s not enough _____ .” Fill in the blank
with “compound,” “recurve,” “traditional,” “bowhunting,” “Klingon,” you
name it.

Come on, guys, you’re gonna hafta share. 

Here’s what we do. Our mission is to make the best educational archery mag-
azine on the planet. We want to cover all styles and levels of archery. We feel
that there is enough “crossover” information that all archers can benefit from
reading any of AFm’s articles to make this a realistic goal even though we have
only 48 pages in which to do this. (Steve says this is how he got hooked on
AFm and became a subscriber long before he became Editor.)

Here’s what we don’t do—we don’t post scores, we don’t cover events, and we
don’t profile individuals. It is not that we think archery news coverage isn’t
important to the sport; it’s just not what AFm does. There are other maga-
zines that cover archery news and we’re sure you get several of them. And the
Internet is proving to be a much faster way to post tournament results. (This
year’s WAF results were posted on the Alternative Archery site on a daily
basis!) There is no way, coming out only six times a year and being read in
49 countries that we could do a decent job of covering archery news. So we
stick to what we do and try to do it the very best we can. So if you’re flip-
ping past articles on those other styles, just remember there are lots of very
accomplished archers flipping past the very article you thought was so help-
ful.

Here’s how it works. If you want to see more of your style, send us articles.
Call and ask for our writer’s brochure. If you’ve got something to say that will
help others become a better archer, we want to print it.

In the next issue—Klingon Neck Tension Traditional Release Exercises. Don’t
miss it!
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Like all NAA members, I received Sports Illus-
trated’s new “SI for Women” magazine as a pro-
motion through the U.S. Olympic Committee.
As I viewed the feature stories I was appalled at
the title “The Agony (not to mention the public
humiliation, financial disappointment and
long-term psychological trauma) of Defeat”
with the subtitle “There’s A Fate Worse Than
Finishing Last At The Olympics. Finishing
Second” by Stacy Perman.

Just the title got my blood boiling. How
could anyone be disappointed in a silver
medal at the Olympics!? As I calmed down, I
figured I would at least give the author the
benefit of the doubt. After all, sensationalism
is what journalists are
supposed to create,
which sells far better
than the boring truth.
Obviously, the author
chose to focus on some
very good silver medal-
lists who were devastat-
ed by their Olympic performance. The media
had built these athletes up to appear to be
superhuman, athletes who would undoubted-
ly win Gold Medals. And when they captured
the Silver, it was a defeat, not an accomplish-
ment.

The article highlighted athletes who were
mentally depressed for several years after win-
ning a Silver medal at the Olympic Games. It
talked about how the Silver medal perform-
ance of those athletes ruined their lives and
how some, after 15 to 20 years, had been able
to come to terms with their devastating loss.
I guess you can add the new term Silver
Medal Depression Disorder to the list con-
taining Attention Deficit Disorder and other
new disorders! Another excuse for how some
people find it hard to deal with reality.

I guess I looked at winning my Silver
Medal a little differently. Yes, at first I was a
bit depressed and frustrated. However, in
time I came to appreciate the Silver and real-

ized that I was very for-
tunate to achieve that
level against some of
the greatest competi-
tors in the world. What
may be a little different
is that I experienced a
similar depression after

winning my first World Championship title.
I was devastated after winning the Gold. I felt
that I had focused on being the best in the
world and after a short 13 years I had
achieved this goal. I felt my career was over.
There was nothing else to prove and striveT
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Rick McKinney

I guess you can add the
new term Silver Medal

Depression Disorder 
to the list.
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for. This caused me to
revisit my goals and
desires in the sport of
archery. What I realized
was that I was focusing on
the wrong goal. 

Yes, winning is a competi-
tive athlete’s desire at all
times and yes, elite ath-
letes set very lofty goals
and strive to achieve those
goals with a very strong,
even burning, desire.
However, in order to
achieve those desires you
need to look inwards to
understand what makes
you tick. If you are one
who focuses on the suc-
cess, the glamour, and the
potential of financial success, then the Olympics will
only add fuel to the fire. If you are one who does not
like the glamour and media spotlight, then the
Olympics will be one of the largest struggles you will
ever have to face. 

Focusing on the wrong goal will cause extra pres-
sure and stress that most athletes will not be able to
overcome. For those of you who watched the Winter
Olympics, Michele Kwan is the perfect example of
one who does not do well under “Olympic” pressure.
There is no doubt that she was one of the finest
skaters at the Games and her short program showed
her grace, beauty, and capability but, like four years
ago, during the long program, she tried so hard not to
lose that she met her worst fears again. Young, free
spirited athletes like Sarah Hughes, have the fearless,
aggressive approach that makes them shine at the

Olympics. She had noth-
ing to lose and everything
to gain. Thus, she went
out on the rink and
relaxed and skated to
enjoy herself . . . and she
won.

The bottom line for
archers who want to win is
to give it your best, but
don’t take it so seriously.
Remember and re-live
your practice sessions.
Enjoy the moment. When
you stay focused on your
shot execution and stay in
the present, then the
chance of success is
increased substantially.
Most people fail due their

fear of failure and focusing on the past or future
which they cannot control. Stay in the present and do
what you do best, shoot good shots. Remember that
you got where you are at that very moment because
you enjoyed shooting. You enjoyed the competition
and, especially, you enjoyed the moment.

Rick McKinney is one of the world’s most decorated archers. He
was born in Muncie, Indiana where his father was a professional
archer and managed a pro shop. His mother and brothers were
also archers. Rick won the 1977, 1983, and 1985 World
Championships. He won the US nation-
al Target Championships nine times,
Field Championships six times, Indoor
Championships three times and
Collegiate national Championships seven
times. He has two Olympic Silver medals,
1984 (Individual) and 1988 (Team).
His best score is 1352. Rick is currently
President of Carbon Tech, a manufactur-
er of arrows, in Sacramento, California.
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As we strive for perfection in our sport, we refine our
equipment and spend many hours shooting arrows to
do so. It has recently come to my attention that I had
been overlooking a tool that has changed the way I
evaluate my form. Equipment can be perfectly tuned
and for some reason the feeling is there that there is still
something wrong. You may spend countless hours
shooting arrows and tuning on your equipment and
overlook a very important item—what is happening
at the moment of the execution of the shot? It is next
to impossible to visually detect minute form flaws at
the moment of release, so how do you fix something
that is nearly invisible? I will attempt to explain this
in two ways, one way for release shooters and the other
for finger shooters. As I am a release shooter I have
more experience with that method, but I believe it can
be adapted to finger shooting also.

The UFT for Release Shooters
This method is best adapted to a back tension type
release and that is what I will describe. Specifically,
several release manufacturers have a training aid
that enables their releases to simulate a shot and not
release the arrow. This is what will tell you what
happens when you shoot an arrow. When you
actually shoot an arrow there is so much movement
of equipment and body that minor form flaws
occurring at that
instant are unde-
tectable. However,
those minor flaws can
mean the difference
between shooting very
well or very poorly. 

First off, you must get one of these releases or
alter one you already have so that it will only click
and will not release the arrow. Then you must com-
mit to do whatever it takes to stay with this pro-
gram for a minimum of twenty-one days. Unless,

of course, you have no form flaws. (The 21 days is
the oft reported time frame used to change an old
habit into a new one.) During this time you will
not actually shoot an arrow. A hard decision? How
badly do you want to eliminate your form flaws?
Think about how many hours and days you have
spent shooting arrows thinking that practice is all
you need. Well, I’m here to tell you that practice of
imperfection creates imperfect habits and doesn’t
fix anything. 

Okay, here’s the drill. It doesn’t matter how far
you are from the target as you are not going to
shoot an arrow anyway. I recommend standing five
to ten yards from a full size target. The first “shot”
you take will tell all. Set up your bow as if you are
actually going to shoot the arrows, with sight, sta-
bilizer, arrow, etc. You are going to simulate shoot-
ing a whole round. I prefer the Vegas round as it is
three arrows per end. Be prepared to evaluate the
first shot you take as it will tell you the next step to
take. Stand in front of the target and address it as if
you were going to actually shoot the arrow. Go
through your normal shot routine and execute the
shot up to the point your release “clicks,” then let
the arrow down. There are several things to watch
for. Did your sight stay centered on the X right
through the click? Did your bow hand have any

reaction/ flinch? Did
your release hand
anticipate the release
of the arrow? If none
of these things hap-
pened, you have no

flaws. Imagine that! The result we are looking for is
that nothing moves on the click. 

Here is what happened to me the first time I
tried it—my bow hand moved to the left (I am
right handed) and my elbow softened up and
moved back towards my face. My release hand

Gene Lueck
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Practice of imperfection 
creates imperfect habits and

doesn’t fix anything.

Form Tool
The Ultimate



moved forward and out! I didn’t
have a clue that all this was hap-
pening and would have never
known if I had not tried the click-
er release. This didn’t happen just
once, it happened every single
time I clicked the release. 

Now you must understand
that there is no way you can work
on all these flaws at once. I found
that my bow hand flaws were
related directly to aiming. In
order to work on one flaw at a
time I took off the sight. By doing
that my bow arm quit flinching.
Then I was ready to drill. Every day I would shoot (click)
two Vegas rounds, that is sixty arrows. I would shoot three
shots, set my bow down, take a breath and relax, then pick
up my bow and do it again. After thirty arrows I would take
a little break and then start the second round. Please do not
think that the simulation shooting of six hundred arrows a
day will suffice as this will probably only cause more prob-
lems associated with fatigue. Evaluate the results after each
“shot” and try to keep your release hand from having any
movement at all. After about five days my release hand was
totally still. This was the desired result. At one point in time
there was no visible movement, but I could still feel the
desire so I continued with the drill. Then I put the sight on
and, guess what? My bow hand was still flinching, but my
release hand was still. Progress was evident. 

Now I could focus on the movement of my bow hand
and arm without thinking about my release. This was start-
ing to feel good. I then continued to shoot (click) sixty
arrows a day, every day for another five days and the bow
hand flinch was gone. During those five days I could feel
progress as I evaluated the rounds I shot. It started with
being able to eliminate the flinch on about ten out of sixty
shots and then got progressively better until nothing moved,
ever. This was ten days into the program. 

Was it easy? Not on your life. I had to keep repeating to
myself that I would not break training just so I could watch

an arrow fly through the air. It is
called “Wanting it.” You must
want it so bad you can taste it.
Do not break training! I then
continued to shoot my sixty
arrows a day until I had done
that for a total of two months. I
really wanted it to become habit.
At that time I started to shoot
some arrows at twenty yards and
to my great satisfaction, my
scores took a giant step upward.
Since undertaking this program I
have never had a round that was
as low as the highest round I had

shot in the previous year. 

The UFT for Finger Shooters
I believe that finger shooters can use the same program by
installing a clicker on their bows. Just remember that you
must not shoot an arrow. After the clicker clicks, let down.
Make a commitment to follow the program until you can
draw an arrow through your clicker, hear or feel the click,
and note that there is no movement. If there is any type of
motion associated with that execution you can assume that
it is also happening when you shoot arrows. Then do what
you need to do to eliminate it.

In closing I must say that this program has helped me
immensely in my shooting. After about a fifteen year “vaca-
tion” from serious competition, it has restored the confi-
dence I needed to become competitive again. If this article
helps one person to become the best they can be, I have ful-
filled my hope as its author. I remember something that a
great archer once told me, “The will to win is only exceed-
ed by the will to prepare to win.” (Vic Leach)
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Here is what happened to me
the first time I tried it—my
bow hand moved to the left

and my elbow softened up and
moved back towards my face.

My release hand moved 
forward and out!

This Stanislawski release can be fitted with a circular mod-
ule instead of the half moon module (arrow). It will then
click when activated but will not release the string.

Gene Lueck has been an archer
of some 50 years. He loves field
and indoor Vegas rounds. He has
won the Oregon State Champ-
ionship some thirty times in
nearly every division offered—
Freestyle, Barebow, Bowhunter,
Broadhead, Indoor Flint, and
Outdoor Target to name a few.
He is currently the Oregon State
Senior Field Champion. In addition he has taken a number of big
game animals including Mule deer, Blacktail deer, Elk and
Antelope. He is a past president of the PAA, 1985-1986. Gene was
a charter member of the NFAA Pro Division. His desire to be the
best he can be in his sport has driven him to explore the depths of
mental attitude and bow and arrow tuning to a great degree. His
biggest claim to fame is the fact that he was the second person to
shoot a perfect 300 on the Vegas target, at the Vegas Shoot in 1975
(the only 300 shot that year).
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Editor’s Note We had previously turned down two
articles detailing some of the rangefinding tech-
niques discussed in this article as they were express-
ly disallowed by FITA rules. FITA now acknowl-
edges that field archers use these techniques anyway
and it is in everyone’s best interest that rules for
their use be established so that all archers have an
equal chance to compete. Ed.

A FITA field tournament consists of two rounds,
one at marked distances, the other at unmarked
distances. It is the unmarked round that can
cause many problems, especially for those new
to this discipline. The majority of FITA field
archers have their own techniques for judging
unmarked distances. Mostly these are based
upon basic principles which are generally very
simple. I have tried to outline many of them
here.

I cannot tell you how people manage to look
at a target placed an unknown distance away and
intuitively know the distance; in fact I find the
ability amazing. What I can tell you is that there
are methods you can use in order to narrow the
distance estimate down to a point where you can
feel confident that, if you make a good shot, you
will hit the centre. The key to this ability is sim-
ply plenty of common sense and logic. Oh, and
maybe a bit of luck.

Target Diameter
The first thing that you must know before you
can successfully estimate any distance is the size
of the remote object, in our case, the target. If
this is not known then you have no reference to
base your estimations on and hence they will be
inaccurate. The problem is simple mathematics,

you may have only one unknown term in order
to solve an equation. Here we have two
unknown terms, distance and target size, there-
fore we must know one term to enable calcula-
tion of the other.

Fortunately when shooting most rounds,
the targets are in designated sizes, so that it
should simply be a case of choosing the correct
diameter from a limited selection. In FITA field
the targets are in 4 sizes—20cm, 40cm, 60cm &
80cm. There are a number of methods for guess-
ing the diameter of the target, the most useful of
which is provided by the structure of the round.
At closer distances the targets are arranged such
that arrow damage is minimized. This means
that 20cm targets are arranged with 12 faces on
each boss, hence one arrow per target. 40cm tar-
gets are arranged with four faces on each boss,
hence three arrows (and one archer) per target. It
is only between the 60 and 80cm targets where
you may face difficulties. Deciding which target
you are facing can be made much easier with a
number of methods.

By far the most common method of deter-
mining whether the target is 60 or 80cm is to
find a feature on the target face that isn’t scaled
with the diameter. Logos in the corner, such as
the official FITA emblem or the manufacturer’s
writing are sometimes suitable; if you look at the
target with your binoculars first you should be
able to tell. 

If this method is not suitable, and in certain
situations it certainly won’t be, you can also look
at the arrow holes of the archers who shot before
you. You will notice that on the smaller target
the arrow holes will appear larger and closer
together. This method requires practice, as the

8
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Shooting FITA Field
U n m a rk e d  D i s t a n c e s

Tim Mundon



differences are sometimes hard to interpret. 
In many cases the above methods will not be neces-

sary, as the courselayers will have used the same boss size
throughout the tournament, they may also have used the
same sized board on all targets to mark its number. (In
FITA rules the target must be marked with a number so
that you can be certain that you are shooting at the cor-
rect butt.) However, be careful with these methods as
courselayers often change only one or two of these fea-
tures on a round. This is one of the most common meth-
ods of confusing archers, even the most experienced.

Another factor that is inherent in the FITA field
round is the fact that a tournament consists of a set
number of each sized target (six of each diameter on a 24
target round). Put simply, if you can remember how
many 60 and 80cm targets you have shot then towards
the end of the day it becomes increasingly obvious what
the remaining targets will be. It is an excellent method
for determining the last couple of targets in a day when
you may be tired, but be aware, it is against the rules to
keep a physical record of what target sizes you have cur-
rently shot. 

Calculating The Distance
As this article deals primarily with the FITA field round
it is important to emphasise that, by simply observing
the structure and layout of the course, archers can gain
large advantages. For example, FITA rules state that each
diameter of target must be set out between certain lim-
its, as detailed below.

Target
Diameter Distance Ranges

Sighted Archers Unsighted Archers
20cm 10m – 15m 5m – 10m
40cm 15m – 25m 10m – 20m 
60cm 20m – 35m 15m – 30m
80cm 35m – 55m 30m – 45m

Here you can see that once the target size is known,

an indication as to the distance is already apparent. In
addition there is also the opportunity to narrow this
‘bracket’ further.

At each target there will be two shooting posts, a red
post for sighted archers, and a blue post for unsighted
(barebow) archers. If you are shooting from this red post
then by estimating the distance between posts (assuming
that the blue post is in front of the red post) and adding
this to the blue post maximum distance (from chart) you
will get the maximum possible distance for the red post
on this target. For example, if both posts are in the same
place, the furthest distance the target can be set at has to
be the maximum possible distance of the blue post.
Although obvious, this is a very simple method that can
be remarkably useful on the longer targets. It is a valuable
tool, especially as it is simple to make a reasonably accu-
rate estimation of the distance between pegs (in the range
of 0-10m).

The Gap System
This is the system used by the majority of FITA field
archers. Unfortunately many people new to FITA field
do not have a full understanding of how this system
works, and hence cannot or do not use it to its full
advantage. When used in optimum conditions by expe-
rienced archers it is quite possible to gauge the distance
to within one or two meters.

The system is very simple; it requires that you use a
piece of hardware on your bow to ‘measure’ the observed
apparent diameter of the target. As your distance away
from the target changes, so does this ‘measured’ diameter
of the target. For example, if you can find an object on
your sight/bow that exactly obscures half of the target at
55m, as you move closer it will gradually obscure less of
the target such that you could use the rings on the target
as measuring lines.  The diagram below illustrates the use
of a setscrew on a bow’s sight as a gauge (see Fig. 1).

As your distance away from the target changes the
perceived measurement of the target will alter due to a
mathematical formula. Note: this math simply explains

9
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55 meters 50 meters 45 meters 35 meters
Fig. 1 Images of an 80cm target as viewed from different distances. Note the apparent size difference in the size of the sight knob as viewed at full draw.
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the method, fortunately you do not need to worry about
using it.

Where: a = diameter of obscuring object on bow
d = distance from retina to obscuring object
A = physically obscured amount of target and
D = distance from retina to target

If we use something on our sight that’s about 1⁄4˝
(6.35mm) in width to obscure the target and we have a
draw length of 28˝ with a sight extension of 8˝, the dis-
tance from the retina to the obscuring object will be
(approx.) 36˝ or 0.91m. This gives us the ratio a/d =
0.007 meaning that at the maximum distance of 55m
your object will obscure D x a/d = 55 x 0.007 = 0.385m
or 38.5cm, this is roughly half of an 80cm target. Now
in order to use this method we need to know how much
this image changes as we move forward, say, 2.5 meters.
Therefore a change in distance of 2.5m will alter the
amount of target obscured by D x a/d = 2.5 x 0.007 =
0.0175m or 1.75cm (11⁄16˝). Admittedly it might seem a
small size change to perceive at a distance of 50 – 55m
but it is noticeable (see Fig. 2). For example, the scoring
lines on an 80cm target are only 0.2cm thick, but they
are still visible.

Fortunately this number remains the same for every
2.5m we move towards the target. Hence with the set-up
above, when we move from 15m to 12.5m the amount
of target obscured will still be 1.75cm. Of course, as you
get closer to the target, it is much easier to perceive this
or even smaller changes. Therefore as you move closer to
the target this method will become increasingly more
accurate. Put concisely, if you use a piece of the hardware
on your bow to partly obscure your view of the target
then the amount of target that you obscure is propor-
tional to the distance
you are away from the
target.

This technique
does require practice
in order to make reli-
able estimates, and
good eyesight is a def-
inite advantage, but
once you become
competent with it,
your unmarked dis-
tance scores should
definitely improve.

Play by the 
[FITA] Rules
It is very important to

mention here that the above method is not explicitly
allowed under FITA rules, it is a loophole that can be
exploited and as such you should be aware of the regula-
tions surrounding it. FITA are aware that this method is
used. In fact there are even descriptions of this technique
on the FITA website to keep things fair. The rules clear-
ly state that the use of range finding equipment is not
allowed, and the rules also indicate that the archer should
not use his equipment otherwise than intended when
shooting. This means that you cannot add any hardware
to your bow for the express intention of using it for the
above system. Also, you must always appear that you
intend to shoot an arrow, even if you are gauging the dis-
tance (FITA’s recommendation). In addition FITA rules
prohibit you from carrying any sort of written record of
a system, so you had better make sure you can remember
it properly.

Problems
Even though the method explained above can provide
reliable estimations of the distance, it can only do so
under ideal conditions. Its biggest assumption is that the
target is perfectly square to the archer. In many cases this
is simply not true, especially with a field round where
rough terrain and steep slopes are involved. It is expect-
ed that the more difficult shots will be like this, and these
are the targets where as much help as possible is required.

Technically, as long as the butt is only tilted on one
axis, either horizontal or vertical, it is still possible to use
this system. If it is tilted on both then it becomes impos-
sible. If the target is tilted, then its apparent diameter
reduces and hence the distance that you measure will
increase. If you are capable of measuring the target both
vertically and horizontally, then using the shortest calcu-
lated distance of the two will be your most accurate esti-

mate (see Fig. 3).
As with anything

critical, you should
always have a backup
option. Here I am
referring to the fact
that you will need
some other method
to estimate distance if
the method above
fails or cannot be
applied. All of these
other methods
require practice and
are based on the
assumption that the
archer has developed
a rough instinctive
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ability to judge distance.
One method is to use the gaps between trees or

objects in order to calculate a distance estimate. By guess-
ing the distance between consecutive objects along the
line to the target and summing them up, you can get a
rough idea of the total distance.

In a situation such as a sparsely wooded forest you
can also gain an advantage to your estimation if you just
move a few meters either side of the shooting peg. You
can use this parallax to gain a better idea of the spacing
of objects along the line to the target (see Fig. 4). 

Most importantly, the key to improving your
instinctive ability to estimate distance is practice. Just set
out 60cm and 80cm targets in wooded and open ground
and practice guessing the distance. Check your estimates
with a tape or rangefinder and keep moving the targets
round so you have a feel for all the different shots you
may face. The ability you develop doing this will make
the unmarked round easier and will improve your confi-
dence when estimating a distance.

Doing It
The correct process to go through when faced with any
unmarked target is very straightforward. As soon as you
step up to the shooting post you should be working out
the face size, and
hence the minimum
and maximum dis-
tances for this target,
paying close atten-
tion to the other
posts as pointed out
earlier. Then you
should make a rough
guess of the distance
and you should set
your sight to this
distance. Draw up as
you would to shoot
and use your ‘gap’
system to refine your
earlier estimate of
the distance. With
this more refined

estimate you can let down, adjust your sight, and prepare
for the shot correctly. The reason you should roughly
estimate the distance first is that you could ‘accidentally’
shoot the arrow while using your ‘gap’ system, plus it
helps you to comply fully with FITA rules.

In a FITA round you will generally be placed in
groups of four archers, with two shooting at one time.
The other archers in your group can occasionally be a
valuable source of information. For example, if the first
two archers shoot their first arrows high, it may indicate
that the distance is shorter than you first thought. Also
with a fair amount of expertise you can use the flight
time of other archer’s arrows to give you a rough indica-
tion of distance. But beware, using your target compan-
ions as a gauge with which to adjust your own estimates
is generally a bad idea. Their initial estimates may be
based on a very different system; hence (ironically) if you
adjust your guess to compensate you may find that your
first estimate was correct. Use these factors as a very
rough guide only, a good first arrow requires that you
should be confident in your initial judgment.

Chances are that you will not get the distance right
100% of the time and, as such, you should be putting
yourself into a position where you can minimise any loss
of points. From your first arrow’s impact you need to be

able to know exactly
how much distance
you need to adjust
your estimate by.
The only way to do
this is by practice,
but this knowledge
is invaluable on a
field course where
any number of fac-
tors can cause your
first arrow not to hit
the gold. 

Increasing your
bow’s speed is also an
advantage, as a faster
bow will give you
more margin for
error in your dis-
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A B C D

Fig. 3 Images of an 80cm target as viewed from
different angles. A is the target face on. B is the tar-
get seen from a 45 degree uphill angle. C is from
forty-five degrees from the side. D is from forty-five
degrees below and forty-five degrees from the side.
Note that in B and C the width and height of the
target are undistorted and can be still used for
rangefinding. In D both the height and width are
foreshortened and cannot be used for rangefinding.
(Note forty-five degrees was chosen to exaggerate
the effect, not as an example of typical angles shot.)

Fig. 4 These two photos, one from the peg (left), the other from six feet to the side and six
feet closer show the effect of parallax.
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tance judgement. However always be aware of the
inevitable trade-off between speed and accuracy.
Nevertheless, due to the shortened distances involved in
the unmarked round it is possible to shoot a faster bow
just for unknown distances.

If It’s So Easy, Then Why Do We Still Miss?
High scores are there for the taking on the unmarked
round, the shorter distances mean that the first arrow is
the key to scoring well. Your first shot needs to be confi-
dent and if it’s in the middle then the hard work is over.
Complacency can be one of the biggest problems you’ll
face, because as soon as you take any shot for granted you
will inevitably make a mistake. It is hard work to shoot
an unmarked round well, as you will need to be doing far
more than you would in a normal tournament.

The methods I have outlined here are probably
obvious but it is common to see people not using them.
A serious archer will give themselves every advantage
possible, but the real key to judging unmarked distances
is simply to use common sense and logic. If you are fully
aware of your surroundings and think about each deci-
sion you make logically, you will minimise your mistakes

and hence maximize your score.

a r c h e r y  f o c u s

Tim Mundon is an archer in the UK and has been competing
for about 20 years, shooting internationally for about six years.
His main discipline is FITA field, although more recently Tim has
moved into FITA target and IFAA. Currently he’s studying for a
Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering at Edinburgh University. He has
been sponsored by Hoyt USA and Easton for a while and is a
great advocate of their equipment.
Equipment
Bow 2002 Hoyt Ultratec XT2000
Sight Sure Loc Lite / SuperScope
Stabiliser Beiter Centralizer
Arrows Easton X10 
Release Carter Target 4

Major Achievements
2000 2nd World University Archery Championships, Madrid
1998 3rd World University Archery Championships, Taiwan 

4th Atlantic City Classic, US
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w Perry Ratcliff has done it again. He has installed a

portion of his Archer’s Advantage software, the
most accurate sighting system in archery, into a
hand-held, Palm OS computer. This advance
allows an archer to easily carry Archer’s Advantage
directly to the archery range. Archer’s Advantage
portability provides a previously unknown flexibil-
ity and capability, particularly to archers who enjoy
tinkering with their equipment. For example, if
one’s sight is equipped with the proper sight scale, a
shooter can very quickly calculate arrow velocity
and create a new list of sight marks right on the
spot. You can then make a few adjustments to your
bow and almost instantly produce another new list
of accurate sight marks. In essence, one can virtu-
ally take a new bow to a tournament and establish
an accurate set of sight marks within a few minutes
on the practice range before the shoot begins. With
my AAPalm, I was able to calculate accurate arrow
velocities for eight bows in less than two hours and
a precise new set of sight marks for each bow in just
a few minutes.

Some preliminary bow information must be
added into the Palm – specifically sight length
and peep height. Arrow specifications can also be
entered into the program, to improve accuracy -
manufacturer, length, weight, speed, and fletch-
ing data. Arrow speed is calculated by entering
two accurately established sight marks, prefer-
ably widely separated marks such as 20 and 80
yards. (Greater separation between the sight
marks yields more accurate sight settings as long
as the marks are precisely established.) Upon
entry of the sight marks (in either yards or

meters), AAPalm can quickly produce sight
adjustments for up and down hill slope shots as
well. The Palm will read out sight marks in
yards, meters, or feet.

AAPalm has the capacity to store data for
eight bow setups. This could be eight different
bows, four bows each with two different arrow
setups, or any other combination of eight. Thus,
a single Palm can support most shooting fami-
lies. Although they could not all use the Palm
when shooting, precise sight marks and/or sight

Roger Wheaton

The Portable
Advantage
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tapes can be printed out based on
Palm data, through the home PC
version of Archer’s Advantage for
each of the shooters.

AAPalm also supports scoring
and target data, which can be very
useful to an archer. Scoring sup-
ports FITA, NFAA, ASA, IBO, and
indoor rounds. AAPalm allows for
custom scoring rounds as well scor-
ing up to six arrows per end.
Scoring data is recorded on a tar-
get-by-target basis and can track
individually numbered arrows and
arrow groups while also recording
target score and Xs. At the comple-
tion of a round, an archer can study
his performance in detail. For
example, AAPalm provides a target-
by-target replay of the round thus
allowing one to examine individual arrows or arrow
groups. Target replay can pinpoint problems for an
archer such as individual arrows, which are consistently
out of the group. Unfortunately, neither AAPalm nor the
home PC program can save scored rounds so round
review is somewhat limited in scope. 

Palm OS computers offer a bonus in their basic func-
tions. They provide the following useful functions—
address book, date book, to do lists, note and memo

pads, capability for infrared beam
transfer to another Palm, and my
favorite – the compact travel alarm
clock. It also possesses the capabili-
ty to add-on other applications
from your home PC, such as
games. In essence, AAPalm pro-
vides a dual-purpose tool for the
archer. It may not be practical for
all, but if you like to tinker or are
very serious about extracting every
single point from those difficult
up, down, and side slope shots, the
Palm type computer is very useful.
One must practice a little before
using AAPalm in a tournament as
it can slow down an inexperienced
shooter. I recommend that those
who make use of the Palm set up
their sight with both the proper

sight scale and a sight tape generated by the home ver-
sion of Archer’s Advantage. This will ensure a quality
backup for AAPalm, should it lose battery power or suf-
fer some other problem during an important event. 

In addition, once the final bow setup is complete, I
recommend that archers print out a copy of their sight
marks as well, and carry it in their quiver. I always set my
sight using my sight tape for marked targets unless I need
to adjust for a slope. On the other hand, I use the Palm

The $24.95 fee includes postage within the United States. All international orders must
include an extra $5.00 shipping fee.

Rick McKinney has won numerous competitions during his 30+
year career, including the ‘77, ‘83, and ‘85 World Championships.
He has put the essence of archery in this book with many photos
and illustrations. If you are frustrated, tired of chasing perfect
shooting form, or cannot break your old high score, you need to
read this book! US$24.95

Archery Focus magazine
664-A Freeman Lane, #395, Grass Valley, CA 95949-9630, phone 800.671.1140 fax 530.477.8384

Rick McKinney’s Book

“The Simple Art of Winning“

Continued on the Next Page
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computer and sight scale for 3-D to preclude other
shooters from trying to see the yardage set on my sight as
I shoot.

The rewards for using AAPalm include a high state of
confidence in your sight marks and a highly useful record
of each arrow shot and a complete target review at the
end of a round. Probably more important is its use as a
tool in support of archers who like to experiment with
their equipment setups. Even minor adjustments
demand a new sight tape, a requirement which used to
take a lot of time and effort, or at least a trip home to use

the Archer’s Advantage software on the home PC. New
sight tapes are now available virtually instantaneously,
right at the range! As always, Archer’s Advantage cus-
tomers can be assured of rapid, satisfactory customer
service by Perry Ratcliff to resolve customer issues or
questions. Suggested retail for AAPalm software current-
ly is US$69.95 (software only). The software is compat-
ible with any Palm OS device, which must be purchased
separately, and which has OS 3.1 or later (including
Palm, Handspring, and Sony Clie). Contact
perry@archersadvantage.com for more information.

AAPalm provides a target-by-
target replay of the round thus
allowing one to examine indi-
vidual arrows or arrow groups.

Roger Wheaton is retired from
the military and is engaged in sev-
eral other careers (including that
of Archery Pro Shop Owner) and is
now volunteering his time for the
Fort Beloit Archery Center where
he has helped create one of the
largest archery facilities in the U.S.
At The Center, he teaches, gives
seminars, and helps shooters with
equipment and tuning problems.
He currently is also a staff shooter
for PSE. Roger has taken dozens of
state, regional, national and world
championships and currently holds
or co-holds four world record scores
in field and indoor archery.

Continued from the Previous Page

3Rivers Archery has a New Area Code (260)! 
If you Can’t Get Thru, Try the Old One (219)!
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Annette M. Musta

Every archer should be participating in a well round-
ed conditioning program. The three components of
conditioning are cardiovascular, strength, and flexibil-
ity. Equipment can be used to enhance each of these
components. But then, archers love gadgets. We will
buy just about anything advertised to increase our
accuracy or improve our form. This love of gadgets car-
ries over to our physical conditioning and training. It
is not necessary to have a basement full of equipment
in order to improve physical conditioning. Much can
be done with a minimal amount of equipment for a
minimal investment. On the other hand, if you love
gadgets, you can invest in quality equipment to
improve your conditioning.

The Minimalist Approach
An absolute minimum amount of equipment
would be a good pair of cross training shoes and
your own body weight. With these shoes on, you
can walk for cardiovascular conditioning, use body
resistance for strength training, or take them off for
flexibility exercises. Even if you use other equip-
ment for your training, your shoes are the most
important purchase you will make. Shoes should fit
comfortably without causing blisters or cutting off
circulation. Properly fitted shoes can correct a
number of physical problems and prevent injuries.
It is prudent to visit an athletic shoe store with
trained personnel to get a properly fitted shoe.
Major athletic shoe manufacturers also have exten-
sive web sites with information on their products.
As with many purchases, you should buy the best
shoe you can afford. It is also important to replace
your shoes regularly. Over time, the shoes lose their
cushioning and form. This can lead to stress and
overuse injuries, especially for high impact condi-
tioning like aerobics, running, jogging, etc. Athletic
shoes should be purchased for the specific activity.
Walking shoes should not be used for running, aer-
obic shoes should not be used for outdoor activi-
ties, hiking boots should not be used for kickbox-
ing. Each shoe was designed for the specific activi-
ty. Using the wrong shoe can lead to injury.

Basic Equipment
Once you have your shoes, you may want to add
some equipment for your workouts.
Cardiovascular conditioning equipment is often
more expensive and is not considered basic here.
This topic will be covered in further detail below.
Both flexibility training and strength conditioning
can be enhanced by the addition of basic equip-
ment.

An exercise mat is an excellent choice for basic
flexibility equipment. There are several kinds of
mats. A regular mat is made from soft fabric. It can
be used to cushion your body as you stretch. You
should purchase a soft mat with a skid-proof bot-
tom so it stays in position while you stretch.
Another popular mat is the yoga mat. The yoga
mat has a sticky surface which provides resistance
for yoga poses. If you are going to perform yoga, a
yoga mat is an essential. Both of these types of mats
can be found in different shapes and sizes. They can
be purchased at most general stores (such as Target,
KMart, and Sears).

Additional basic flexibility equipment are a
yoga strap and blocks. Yoga sets can be purchased
at many stores including the Discovery Zone
Stores. Straps and blocks assist you with stretches.
As with all equipment, learn how to use it proper-
ly to prevent injuries.

The most basic piece of strength equipment is
the TherabandTM. Therabands were designed to
provide resistance during physical rehabilitation
exercises. They come in a variety of different thick-
nesses providing a range of resistance weights.
Resistance can be controlled by changing the
amount of band used. The shorter the band, the
greater the resistance. One Theraband can provide
light resistance for the small rotator cuff muscles
and heavy resistance for the major muscles like the
quadriceps. In addition, a single Theraband can
provide a complete body workout. Therabands are
inexpensive and extremely compact. They are the
ideal strength conditioning tool for the busy archer.
Prior to every use, Therabands must be checked for
tears and holes. A small tear can quickly breakdown

Exercise Equipment
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the entire band causing injury to you or those around you.

A Step Up
The next step is to add a set of free weights for weight train-
ing exercises. A set of dumbbells with a range of one to ten
pounds are ideal for a complete body workout. Lighter
weights can be used for archers new to strength training and
smaller muscle groups. Heavier weights can be used by
experience lifters and for larger muscle groups. Dumbbells
come in a variety of styles. Cast dumbbells with a vinyl coat-
ing are excellent choices. The coating provides a comfort-
able grip and prevents slippage during use. Another type of
dumbbell has a bar with removable weights. This style of
dumbbell provides a wide range of weight options. If you
chose this type of dumbbell, make sure you properly lock
the weights in place every time you use them to prevent
injury.

A good basic piece of equipment for both cardiovascu-
lar and strength conditioning at this level is an aerobic step.
The best step should have multiple levels (by adding steps
or feet) and a good slip prevention base. The step can be
used for aerobic conditioning, for stretching, and as a basic
bench for strength training exercises (this is especially good
for pullovers, pectoral flyes, and bench presses). In addition,
steps can be used for plyometric training and cardiovascular
fitness testing. A basic set of dumbbells and a step can pro-
vide a challenging workout for all fitness levels. 

Stepping Up Farther
Strength training equipment can be upgraded as your need
arises. The next step is a weight bench and a barbell set.
Look for a weight bench with a solid construction. Many
sporting good stores carry good weight benches at reason-
able prices. A basic weight bench will have brackets to hold
your barbell. Additional features to look for in a weight
bench are a leg extension mechanism and a lat pulldown
tower. The leg extension can be used to strength train the
quadriceps and the hamstrings. The lat tower is perfect for
lat pulldowns, triceps pulldowns, lat pullovers and other
back exercises.

Barbell sets are fairly basic and universal. Sets with lock-
ing pins are preferable to collars for safety reasons. A set
should include several lighter weights (2.5-5 pounds) and at
least two 10 pound plates. Additional plates can be pur-
chased. Most sets are universal but make sure your set is
compatible with any additional plates you have or plan to
buy prior to making your purchase. The barbell set can be
used for all body workouts. 

Fun additions to your workout equipment are balance
balls and medicine balls. Balance balls are used for strength
and flexibility exercises. They can also be used by individu-
als on limited cardiovascular programs for medical reasons
as a cardiovascular device. Balance balls are frequently used
in many rehabilitation programs, especially for back prob-
lems. Medicine balls are weighted balls used for strength

conditioning exercises and plyometric exercises. Medicine
balls come in a variety of types and weights. Look for a soft
plyo ball with some “give”. These balls are more expensive.
They can be used with a rebounder (a mini trampoline) for
plyometric training. They can be used on their own for
strength training. Medicine balls can also be purchased as a
“hard” version. Hard balls are more difficult to use and if
misused can cause injury.

Cardiovascular Equipment
Home cardio equipment can be the most expensive exercise
equipment purchase you make. There are many varieties of
cardiovascular equipment but one of the most popular is a
treadmill. Automated treadmills can be expensive. A quality
treadmill can start at US$700 up to thousands of dollars
depending on the features you are looking for, but should
last you a long time. (I bought my treadmill at Sears six years
ago and it has worked perfectly since.) 

Less expensive types of home cardiovascular equipment
include stationery bicycles and rowing machines. Non-auto-
mated versions of these machines can be purchased for as lit-
tle as US$200. Used equipment can be purchased from
some sporting good stores, at yard sales, through classified
ads, or in online auction houses. As with all purchases, buy-
ers should do their homework prior to shopping and make
sure they know the quality of the item they are purchasing.

A Final Word
No matter what type of exercise equipment your purchase,
it is imperative you receive the necessary training in the
proper use of the equipment. Improper use of the best
equipment can (and probably will ) lead to injuries. As with
all major purchases, it is best to buy the highest quality you
can afford. Inexpensive equipment may be poorly manufac-
tured or have dangerous defects. A quick review of a con-
sumer magazine is a good starting point for major equip-
ment purchases. Finally, just purchasing your equipment
will not improve your physical conditioning. You have to
use the equipment on a regular basis as a part of a well struc-
tured conditioning program in order to see an improvement
in your body and your archery!

Annette Musta is a certified personal
trainer who owns and operates her own
business, ARH Sports and Fitness in
Pensylvania. She has been shooting for
24 years, but not seriously (she says)
until the last five years. She has been a
professional ballet dancer (which is why
she is known around the ARCO
Training Center as “the dancer”) and is
currently a licensed pilot. She is the founder and Executive
Director of the Pass the Torch Foundation, which matches school
age children with athletes training for international competition.
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Editor’s Note Many archery manufacturers got
started with a single invention, so we asked Chris
Burkhart of ANZAT/Magnock to write about his
experience “bringing a product to market.”

It seems as though everyone at one time or
another comes up with an idea that they think
will be the invention of the century or at least
provide enough income so that you need never
work again. Working to get a new invention off
the ground is one of the hardest projects most
people will ever undertake. The rewards can be
great, to mediocre, or none at all. Everything
depends on how much in demand your idea is
and how well you design it. I made the decision
to act on intuition and see where it would take
me. 

My invention like many was discovered purely by
accident. One August afternoon four years ago I
was taking a break from a hard hike back to camp
while archery deer hunting on the North Kaibab
Plateau in Arizona. While practicing in camp, I
shot an arrow at the 40-yard target and to my
surprise it flew extremely straight with substan-
tially less arc. The arrow also hit above the bulls-
eye about 18 inches. Maybe I used someone else’s
arrow by mistake? That couldn’t happen because
my arrows were at least four inches longer than
anyone else’s. Well I shrugged it off and grabbed
another arrow to nock, but I discovered my pre-
vious nock was still on the bowstring. I quickly
realized what must have occurred, these arrows
were brand new and I had just glued the nocks
on the day before. But this particular nock appar-
ently didn’t have enough glue to stay on the
arrow. Well, it could have ended there but I was
so impressed with the flight I wanted to figure
out how to produce the same effect again. So
while everyone else went off to hunt, I stayed

behind do see if I could do it again. I tried every-
thing in camp, bowstring wax, candle wax,
Crisco shortening, Velcro, and even the hunter’s
best friend, duct tape. I discovered that if I could
get the arrow to just stay stuck to the string/nock
during the draw it would produce the same
improved result time and time again. 

It became obvious that the holding strength
of the “clothes pin type” nock was holding the
arrow back from releasing smoothly from the
bowstring. Now I had to figure out a way to
make a nock strong enough to hold through the
draw yet release smoother. I tried everything
from O rings to balls and sockets, but nothing
was light enough or had the consistent release I
was looking for. On and off for the next two
years and many, many trial and error tests later I
finally had a working system. Then a friend sug-
gested a magnet. So I pulled off a typical magnet
from the back of those miniature  refrigerator
door magnets, which happened to be about the
same diameter of a traditional nock, then I cut
off the “clothes pin” clip section from a nock and
glued the magnet in its place. I glued a metal disk
inside another nock and taped it on the bow-
string. It worked!

Over the next few months and a lot of
searching on the Internet, I learned about better,
stronger and lighter magnets. I tried various mag-
nets, moving them from the bowstring to the
arrow and back, improving the design a little at a
time. The magnet I finally settled on had consis-
tent releasing tension no matter what the condi-
tions were, hot, cold, wet, or dry. The release ten-
sions of conventional nocks vary with all these
conditions as well as they become weaker the
more they’re used and they wear on the string
serving.  All these factors add up to inconsistent
releasing with conventional nocks which makes a
huge difference at 50 or more yards. 
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The insert
involved a whole new
thought process, too. I
had to figure a way for
the archer to quickly
identify which way the
arrow attaches to the
receiver. The ridge and
slot method seemed
the only logical
method so I incorpo-
rated it into the design
and it remains to this
day. The plastic release
loop on the back was brainstormed one night while I was
trying to get to sleep. I was trying to figure out how to
make my receiver fit between the brass nocking point
indicators or metal loops many shooters preferred. String
or “D” loops worked fairly well with my receiver but
they’re sometimes hard to hook up to. The end result was
a three-fold success. Not only was the plastic loop more
accurate than string loops, but it enhanced the feel of the
receiver for finger-shooters and it was lighter than the
metal loops on the market.

The next step was to find a material strong enough
to withstand the pressures applied by compound bows.
There are literally hundreds of type of plastics on the
market and they all have their peculiarities. Some are as
strong as steel and almost as durable so that wasn’t a real
problem. The plastic manufacturer chose the best and
strongest material available with the explanation “If it’s
good enough for F-16 windshields it should be good
enough for this!” After I had an actual working model,
we tweaked it here and there and, through the process of
trial and error, we finally had a saleable product. 

During our testing we discovered even more advan-
tages than I ever imagined. Even though we were experi-
encing slightly slower speeds of 1-10 ft/s off the bow
shooting at 10 feet through a chronograph, we noticed
less drop down range. Also we tested arrows with small-
er fletchings and noticed further improvements in speed
and down range drop. We believed this happened
because the arrow was leaving the bow more smoothly
producing straighter flight due to reduced shaft flexing.
Reduced arrow flexing equals cleaner flight. Cleaner
flight means smaller fletchings are needed to stabilize the
arrow. Smaller fletchings cause less drag and weight. Less
drag and weight equals more efficient flight. More effi-
cient flight equals better accuracy. All in all as the experts
say, I’ll give up a little speed for accuracy any day! 

We tested our ideas
using a slow motion
video camera thanks to
Precision Shooting
Equipment (PSE) and
were able to prove my
reduced shaft flexing
theory. It was a real
treat to watch engineers
come in and watch the
Magnock“ in action
and comment on the
difference. (Several of
them commented they

wish they had thought of it first.)

If you have a viable idea, before you do anything else,
describe it on paper with drawings and sketches and have
your signature notarized on each page. Some people even
put it in an envelope and mail it to themselves so the
postage date will be a legal documented date. This may
be useful in the future if you’re challenged on the dates
that someone else thought of the idea first. If you
absolutely can’t avoid describing your idea to someone,
have them sign a confidentiality statement first. Once
you have transferred your idea onto paper it becomes a
product, products are patented not ideas. If you need
help researching and learning more how to apply for a
patent I recommend buying a information kit. These kits
range from $50 to $200 and from what I understand
they pretty much cover the same stuff. One kit I saw I
wish I had known of before I made so many mistakes can
be found at www.inventionuniversity.com. It has pretty
much everything you need.

If you’re approached by any of those companies that
advertise they assist new inventors, don’t walk away—
run as fast as you can. I recommend doing your own
informal patent search on the Internet through the U.S.
patent records. Many records can be found here but not
all are available for public access. After you have searched
and found everything you could (and you still think you
may have a product that can be patented), call a law firm
that specializes in patent litigation to do a formal patent
search. Applying for a patent yourself is hard, tedious,
and can be an agonizing experience. The smallest mis-
take can put your patent at risk. Attorneys that specialize
in patent litigation have more experience in research and
will uncover more in a few days than you will in a few
years. It is to your advantage to use an attorney located

Continued on the Next Page



close to you as eye-to-eye discussions prevent a lot of
heartache (and expense). You don’t need a patent to
begin developing your product but you do need to know
who and what your competition is before you decide to
spend the big bucks. If your patent search doesn’t reveal
anything that will reasonably prevent you from obtaining
a patent, you can begin developing your product.
When you decide to start building your product, I rec-
ommend working with a design engineer (again near
you) and plan on spending long hours designing and
making changes. Mistakes made by engineers are fixed at
their expense, mistakes made by you come out of your
pocket (and engineers make fewer mistakes). Finding
someone to build your product is usually easy, most com-
panies are eager for your business. Working with a tool
and die maker is a whole different experience too, I per-
sonally think they come from a different universe.
Mistakes made in molds are hard to fix and expensive so
their goal is get it right the first time, so be patient
because they’re doing this for your own good.

Good luck!

Our MagnockTM system became available to dealers in
December 2001. We will appreciate your feedback and
we may even add your comments to those already post-
ed on our web site www.magnock.com. Our mailing

address is AZNAT, P. O. Box 31051, Phoenix, AZ
85046.

Continued from Previous Page
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Chris Burkhart lives in  Phoenix, AZ with his wife
and daughter. He is an Air Conditioning Contractor
Operations Manager by trade and an avid hunter
and shooter by avocation. Chris takes pride in his state
and country and supports the preservation of our
wilderness and wildlife so everyone can enjoy them for
many generations to come.
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“Oh,  Lord, save us from the  arrows of the
Hungarians.” People prayed this way who lived in
the neighborhood of us in our age of conquest. That
was more than one thousand years ago. It is just his-
tory today, we do not roam anymore. But, after all,
archery and horse breeding are still very important
things in our life nowadays.

There is a false view in the world about
Hungarian archers. Many people imagine a big-
moustached man on horseback with his
Hungarian bow and wooden arrows. Yes, you can
still see this in Hungary today—it is a living tra-
dition. We have some bow makers who can build
the Europe-famous traditional Hungarian bow
(see illustration above right and photo below right)
using natural materials as
wood, bone, leather, etc.
These Hungarian tradi-
tional archers often organ-
ize summer camps for
practising horse-archery. I
couldn’t believe my eyes
when I saw them teach
some native American Indians to shoot from
horseback at a Hungarian ranch. It was shown on
television a couple of months ago.

But Hungarian archery means much more in
the 21st century. We use the modern archery
equipment just like all the other archers all over
the world. And all kinds of archery are popular
here from target archery to bowhunting, but
most of our archers do target and field archery.
Of course we have our own organization, called
Hungarian Archery Association (MÍSZ), estab-
lished in 1957. It is the member of FITA.
Hungary is a small Europian country. No more

than ten million people live here, but we have
more than fifty sections and archery clubs. The
two biggest ones are MALÉV and SPARTACUS.
They are in the capital city, Budapest.

We have no world famous champions like
Rick McKinney, but we have numerous excellent
shooters. Unfortunately, for about forty years,
Hungarian archery was at the bottom. Maybe
1980, the year of the Moscow Olympic Games,
was the turning point. Mr. Bela Nagy won fifth
place in Moscow. He was nearly on stage for a
medal. (He needed just more three points!)

1996 was the year of our compound shoot-
ers. Mr. Tibor Ondrik and Peter Feher shot the
magic 1300 points score. Mr. Janos Povazsan fol-
lowed them soon. In the same year Mr. Antal

Szokol broke the
Hungarian record with a
score of 1326 points. His
326 round at 90m was
just two points less than
the world record. At the
Europian Championship
in Slovenia Mr. Ondrik

shot 1324. He won the bronze medal and the
Hungarian team finished in second place. Also in
Slovenia at the World Field Championship Mr.
Povazsan won the silver medal.

Last year at the World
Games in Japan our great
field compound shooter,
Mrs. Buzáné Baranyi
Andrea, won sixth place.  

We have several
national competitions and
championships every year
from early March to lateSp
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Archery in . . . 
Hungar y !

Joe Tiszai

No more than ten million
people live here, but we
have more than fifty sec-
tions and archery clubs.

Young shooters with
Hungarian bows.
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September. In the winter time we usually have
some indoor competitions.

I have lead a school archery club for four years in
a small town called Korosladany. We do target
archery and my students love it very much. It is a
great fun for most of them and every champion
must have been a beginner at some time.

Unfortunately we have no great archery mag-
azine like this.We are too small to
edit our own. Archery Focus is fan-
tastic and it is a great honour for
me to write in it about our won-
derful sport that we do thousands
of miles away from each other – in
Hungary, Europe.

Joe Tiszai says “I
have lead a school

archery club for four years in a small town called
Korosladany. We do target archery and my students love
it very much. It is a great fun for most of them and every
champion must have been a beginner at some time.“

The Hungarian Team in Slovenia.
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The Pro Tuner Rest–
The Rest of Your Life!

• Three blade sizes
available (5⁄32˝, 3⁄16˝,
1⁄4˝)

• Positive ball detent
click stop

• .007˝ windage micro
adjustment

• No tools needed for
adjustments

• No moving parts
• No bushings or

springs to wear out
• Available in stainless

steel also
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Contact Original Brite Site
34 Kenwood Rd.
Succasunna, NJ 07876

phone 973.584.0637
fax 973.927.6779
email brtesite@optionline.net

Join the NFAA!
Enjoy these Exciting Benefits

National, Sectional, State and Club Tournaments
Certified Instructor Programs
Club and Pro Shop Insurance

Indoor/Outdoor Leagues
Professional Archery

Subscription to Archery Magazine included
Complete the application and join today!

Name 

Address

City

State Zip

Phone

One year Individual membership $45.00
Family membership $65.00

Junior membership (under 18) $35.00
Visa and MasterCard accepted

CC# exp date
Call Toll Free 800-811-2331

National Field Archery Association
31407 Outer I-10

Redlands, CA 92373
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NAA Corporate Sponsor

    NAA Membership Benefits 
 

YOUR MEMBERSHIP HELPS TO SUPPORT THE UNITED STATES OLYMPIC TEAM 
 
CATEGORY ANNUAL DUES 

 
ADULT (single male or female over 18 years old) $40.00 
ADULT ADD-ON $10.00 
  

* Subscription to Archery Focus Magazine * National rankings 
* Subscription to NAA Newsletter, Nock-Nock * Archery Training Camps 
* Discount on airfare through United Airlines for  * Instructor and coach certification 
   travel to NAA sanctioned events * Leadership opportunities on local, state and 
* Athlete Sport Accident Insurance covers you for    national committees and boards 
   injuries sustained as a result of archery-related  * NAA Decal with new membership 
   accidents by members, including practices and competition 
* Competition and instruction through club programs 

  
FAMILY  $65.00 per family 
 

* The same benefits for individual family members as described above, allowing savings  
for NAA member families.) 

 
Save time and money with our new THREE-YEAR MEMBERSHIP now available (includes all benefits listed 
above: 

ADULT MEMBERSHIP - THREE YEAR  $110.00 
ADULT + ADULT ADD-ON - THREE YEAR  $140.00 
FAMILY MEMBERSHIP - THREE YEAR  $175.00 

 
COLLEGIATE (full-time student)** $20.00 
  
 * All the benefits of adult membership as described above (excludes the subscription to Archery Focus 

  Magazine) 
* Participation in the Collegiate All-American Program 
 

YOUTH (18 years old & under)** $20.00 (1st Youth) 
YOUTH ADD-ON (same family/address as Youth 1st member) $10.00 (each Add-on) 
 
 * All the benefits of adult membership as described above (excludes the subscription to Archery Focus 

  Magazine) 
* Entitles you to participate in the Junior Olympic Archery Development Program in over 300 community 
  clubs within the United States 

 
**ARCHERY FOCUS MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION MAY BE PURCHASED BY COLLEGIATE AND YOUTH 

MEMBERS FOR AN ADDITIONAL $16.00 PER YEAR. 
 

National Archery Association of the United States 
One Olympic Plaza 

Colorado Springs, CO 80909 
Tel (719) 866-4576 
Fax (719) 632-4733 
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NAA Corporate Sponsor

 

 

NATIONAL ARCHERY ASSOCIATION 
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

 
 

� New � Renewal (Specify Type of Membership) 
 
� Family Membership $65 � Adult $40 � Adult + Adult Add-On $50 
 
� Family Membership (3 Years) $175 � Adult (3 Years) $110 � Adult + Adult Add-On (3 Years) $140 
 
� Collegiate $20 � Youth $20 � Youth Add-On ($10 for each additional youth) 
 
� Archery Focus Magazine Subscription $16 (For College and Youth Members Only) 
 

NOTE TO FOREIGN MEMBERS—PLEASE ADD $20 TO COVER INTERNATIONAL POSTAGE FEES 
 

 
 Member Name   
 
 Street Address   
 
 City    State    Zip Code   
 
 Home Telephone ( )   –    Office Telephone ( )   –   
 
 Fax Number  ( )   –   Date of Birth   /   /   
 (month) (day) (year) 
 

 Social Security Number   –   –    EMAIL:   
 
 Primary Archery Discipline: � Recurve  � Compound  � Other ( ) 
 
 Add-On:   DOB   /   /  
 (month) (day) (year) 

 
 DOB   /   /  

 (month) (day) (year) 

 
 DOB   /   /  

 (month) (day) (year) 

 
 DOB   /   /  

 (month) (day) (year) 

 
 DOB   /   /  

 (month) (day) (year) 

 
 

 

Amount Enclosed: $  or please charge my credit card (below) 

Credit Card:  � VISA � MasterCard � American Express � Discover 

Card Number:   Expires:  /  

Signature:   

Adult Members:  I understand that $5.00 of my membership will contribute to a one-year subscription to the NAA newsletter, “Nock-Nock”.  

Signature:   
 

Return to: National Archery Association or  Fax to:  (719) 632-4733 
One Olympic Plaza 
Colorado Springs, CO  80909 
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National Target Championships Help
Sustain the NAA through Our History

®

NAA Corporate Sponsor

The bow was the third invention of man. It
was used as a tool of survival, competition

and prestige. In the late 18th century, archery
evolved into the peaceful, yet competitive sport of
target archery. By 1910, archery was a leisure
activity, children were permitted to compete and
the average skill level had increased significantly.
But, it would not be long until another battle
would occur. The National Archery Association’s
annual National Championship was the key bat-
tleground for those willing to accept the chal-
lenge.

The NAA hosted a national tournament that
put archer against archer in a battle of skill and
accuracy. The Nationals, the only national
archery competition held in 1910, kept the NAA
alive. Archers competed in the same environ-
ment, same weather conditions and at the same
distances for prizes of goods or money. But when
hostilities began overseas and American men left
to fight World War I. The National Target
Championships stopped and organ-
ized archery came to an abrupt halt.
Instead of relying on archery for
human survival, archers in the home-
land began fighting to keep the
organization alive and to sustain
recognition of the sport as we know
it.

Coming to the NAA’s rescue in
1917 to 1918 was Dr. Robert Elmer,
president of the NAA and seven time
NAA Champion1. Through Elmer’s
efforts, the highly successful 1919
National Target Championship fol-
lowed the NAA’s two years of virtual nonexis-
tence. The event returned to Soldier Field, in
Boston, MA, recently filled with military vehicles.
Arrows were scarce due to war efforts and to pre-
vent a major arrow depletion crisis, Elmer urged
participants to share their arrows, which resulted
in more participation, and new friendships. 

The NAA then returned to its normal routine
with both Nationals and the Annual Meeting
every year rotating fields across North America,
but once again war broke out. Henry Cummings,
Chairman from 1939 to 1947, was forced to can-
cel Nationals four years in a row due to member
involvement in World War II. Cummings, like
Elmer, now had to face a battle of survival2. 

Cummings’ solution was a series of programs
that members could attend locally and would

also promote the sport of archery. The most suc-
cessful was the annual mail-match, which result-
ed in 1000 members participating. Among these
programs were:3

• The American Bowmen Review was made the
official publication of the NAA.

•The Nationwide Mail-Matches 
•A J. Maurice Medal of Honor award – for those
the NAA wanted to recognize as having given
outstanding service to archery

•A Top 100 Archers list released yearly
•Membership drives 

Because of the mail-match and many other local
programs, the organization came out of WWII
healthy and strong, which was demonstrated by
the hosting of its two largest Nationals consecu-
tively. Approximately 314 archers competed in
1946 and 316 shooters in 1947. This compared
to only 145 in 1941. Life as a member of the

NAA, once again, returned to “nor-
mal.”

Now, as Archery’s battle scars are
only remembered through the aged
pages of a history book, a new,
stronger organization exists. An
organization with thousands of par-
ticipants, hundreds of tournaments,
one National Target Championship
each year, and the annual mail-
matches that have survived. The
Nationals tradition continues with
this year’s event, The 118th National
Target Championships and the U.S.

Grand Prix, in honor of the late George Helwig,
founder of the Junior Olympic Archery
Development Program. The 118th National
Target Championships will be held in Canton,
Mich. on July 28-August 2. To participate in the
tradition and to find more information about the
championships, look on the NAA website at
www.usarchery.org or call the National Archery
Association at 719.866.4576.

1Elmer, Robert P., 1946. Target Archery, New York. 32.
2Rhode, Robert, 1978. History of the National
Archery Association. Grayling, MI
3Rhode, Robert, 1979. History of the National
Archery Association. Grayling, MI, pp. 654-655.
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Australian 
Institute of Sport

Archery Training at the 

I

One of the most difficult aspects of wanting to shoot
at my best in archery is finding a coach. This is
made even more difficult for me as I live five hours
away by car from Sydney where the nearest Archery
Australia/FITA recognised coaches are. Receiving
continuing coaching is practically impossible, espe-
cially when weekends, on which it suits me to drive
to Sydney for coaching, may not suit my coach.

I wondered what it would be like to train at the
Australian Institute of Sport (AIS) and being
coached by Mr. Ki Sik Lee and Simon
Fairweather, with all the facilities that the AIS has
on offer. Who could ask for more? With just a
few phone calls I was on my way to the AIS for a
few days to see what it was like and to also pub-
lish my findings for Archery Focus magazine.
Even though Canberra is a longer drive (eight
hours) than to Sydney, this was an opportunity
not to be missed. Due to work commitments I
could only get three days off, so I would have
coaching for two days (Monday and Tuesday) and
then the long drive home on Wednesday.

Arrangements were made with Simon
Fairweather to work with me on the Monday and
then Mr. Lee
would then work
with me on the
Tuesday. I had the
opportunity to
stay on-site at the
AIS with the
other athletes,
but chose instead
to stay with rela-
tives, who only
lived ten minutes
away instead.

Monday (with Simon Fairweather)
I arrived at the AIS on Monday morning and the
staff at the enquiries counter gave me directions
on where to find the archery venue. Currently
there is a 30 metre indoor area where the archers
work on their form and practice before going out
to the synthetic field where they can shoot at full
FITA distances. It was at the indoor area where I
met up with Simon and all of the archery schol-
arship holders. After introductions, Simon asked
me to get set-up and start shooting and we would
take it from there, explaining that the archers
start training at 9AM and continue until 12PM,
breaking for a 2 hour lunch which enables them
to have lunch and then go to any appointments
they have for things such as a massage or physio-
therapy.

Thirty odd arrows were all I would get to
shoot for the first three hours. During those few
arrows I had shot, Simon assessed my form.
Simon then explained what I looked liked when I
was shooting and that we had to make changes to
my structure. Apparently I was in for what felt
like a complete overhaul, not just a scheduled
5000 kilometre service. It seems that I was shoot-

ing my recurve
bow with the
same structure
and form I used
while previously
shooting my com-
pound bow.
Structure, he said,
is the key to
everything. With
proper structure,
everything else
will fall into place
and the shot will

Photo 1 Simon Fairweather working with Michael Fisher using the double
mirrors to check form and structure.
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just happen with very little work.
The key element to structure being
to make the bones in your body do
the work and not the muscles. The
bones when in correct alignment
will not fatigue or collapse. Unless
your structure is correct, then the
shot will not be correct and hence
the scores at the target are not going
to be good. So until we sorted out
my structure, the scores were never
going to be there. He said that
archers with the wrong structure
rely heavily on their muscles and
will fatigue easily and will have
inconsistencies in their shooting.
Simon explained all of this to me
using diagrams of what my current
structure was and what it should be.

He then explained how we would achieve this by changing the way I
draw the bow and how I set myself up for the shot. 

When he explained it, it all sounded easy until I tried to do it. It
is amazing how old habits that are ingrained into our subconscious are
hard to break. What was in store next, really took some getting used
to. To help me see what my structure was, Simon arranged two
extremely large mirrors around me in such a way that I could see
myself from both sides, front and back. One of the mirrors had verti-
cal and horizontal lines on it so that you could gauge your structure.
This took some getting used to. During this time I used a
TherabandTM to mimic the action of drawing the bow back. The idea
behind this being to learn the new feeling of where your muscles are
supposed to be and how things need to feel when it is all in position.
I practiced this for about two hours, with Simon making continual
adjustments to make sure my structure was correct. The immediate
thing I noticed was that the new way of drawing the bow to ensure
correct alignment of the bones used some muscles different from what
I was used to using. But the feeling was one of great power when
everything was in alignment and I also felt more relaxed at full draw
as well. 

Thanks to the scholarship archers, I was able to have lunch with them
in the athlete’s dining area and also to have a chat with them on what
it is like living on-site as a scholarship holder. The on-site athletes have
their own living quarters and dining rooms. The food in the dining
room was fantastic, all the best fresh foods are available to the athletes.
While I was at the AIS I also had lunch (on the second day) at the AIS
Time-Out Café, which is available to the general public and tourists.
If you get a chance to visit the AIS as a tourist or invited as an athlete,
definitely have lunch at the café, the food is excellent.

After lunch, Simon said we would try shooting the bow again,
using the “new way” and see if we need to make any more adjust-
ments. Well, the first adjustment was that I had to move my clicker in
about a quarter of an inch. My draw length had increased due to being
in correct alignment. After Simon adjusted my clicker for me, I then

Continued on the Next Page
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Photo 2 Mr Ki Sik Lee working with 
Jo-Ann Galbraith using mirrors.



put into practice what he had been teaching me. The
feeling was amazing, my bow arm felt rock solid and the
shot practically went off by itself. Also because of the new
way I was now drawing the bow, my drawing elbow was
now horizontal, whereas before it was sticking up in the
air at an upwards angle. This, Simon explained, gave me
a smoother release, which would not flick out away from
my face. With the hand only moving as much as the back
tension would permit it to. One thing that amazed me
was that Simon also explained that you really don’t need
much back tension, that most archers are using too much
tension and could easily use only about 30% of what
they are currently using.
After shooting for the rest of
the afternoon using the
“New Way,” I felt that he is
definitely right. The clicker
was practically going off by itself and I really didn’t have
to use much effort at all. Also my groups at 30 metres
were much more consistent, all in the gold with more 10s
than 9s. I just concentrated on my structure and nothing
else and the shots were just happening. Overall, com-
pared to the old way I shot, the new way gave me a feel-
ing of greater power and more stability, plus I felt more
relaxed at full draw, which gave me more consistency in
my shots.

Tuesday (with Mr. Lee)
During the second day’s training, Mr. Lee arrived and
talked with me on different aspects of archery and my
mental attitude towards archery. In particular he wanted
to know what I wanted to achieve and what I wanted
from archery. He also then watched me shoot using the
“new way” and then wanted me to show him my old way
of shooting. The weird thing was that after shooting the
new way for six hours on the previous day, I actually had
to think about how I shot the old way. After six shots
using the old way, I was convinced I liked the new way
of shooting much better.

Mr. Lee explained to me a more refined method of
drawing the bow to ensure that my shoulders were in
perfect alignment. This took some getting used to and it
took me several attempts and, also, in depth explanations
from Mr Lee and another archer, Jo-Ann Galbraith, to
get this right. But once I got it right it made a big differ-
ence in my shoulder alignment and also my overall struc-
ture.

SPT – Special Physical Training On that Tuesday,
Mr Lee asked me to join in with the other archers in a
SPT (Special Physical Training) Session. As I joined the
group, Robert Turner said to me, “Welcome to my
Nightmare” and grinned. Hmm, I didn’t like the sound
of this. SPT sessions are a set of exercises designed to
increase the strength and endurance of an archer and last
for a full hour. The exercise is run at the end of the day,
which makes them even more difficult as the archers have
been shooting for five hours previous to the exercise ses-
sions. The other catch is that if you cannot complete the
exercise, there is a physical penalty.

The penalty being either 50 push-ups or continuous
step-ups during a short rest break between each session.
When Mr. Lee saw me fail at the fourth session to com-
plete the exercise he smiled and said, “Do you know
there is a penalty now? “ He let me off the hook but said

that the next time I come back
to the AIS for coaching and
training, I will have to do the
penalty if I fail the exercise.
(Guess who is now doing SPT

sessions at home?) I am determined not to get a penalty
the next time I go to go to the AIS. During these exer-
cises my newly learned structure wasn’t what failed me,
just my muscle endurance. Along with the SPT sessions,
all the scholarship archers do weight training three days
a week to enhance their strength and also go jogging each
day as part of their cardio-vascular training. This is done
outside their normal six hour shooting practice each day.

Believe me, at the end of that second day with five
hours shooting and then one hour of SPT, plus the pre-
vious day’s shooting as well, my muscles were aching, but
I still had a big smile on my face. The time I spent at the

Continued From the Previous Page

“Structure, he said, is 
the key to everything.”

Photo 4 Shooting practice in the 30 metre indoor area.
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Photo 3 Shooting at the outdoor area, where the synthetic grass
field is also used for soccer.



AIS was well worth the soreness that I had and has helped me greatly in getting to a higher level in my archery.
Everyone was very helpful and friendly and the amount that I learnt in those two days from Mr. Ki Sik Lee and
Simon Fairweather was simply amazing.

Conclusion
So was it all worth it? Absolutely!
The improvements and changes
they made to my shooting form
along with the extra training
exercises I am also doing have
made a massive difference. So if
you ever get the chance to visit
the AIS as a tourist or even bet-
ter, as an invited athlete for extra
coaching, don’t pass it up. The
visit will be well worth it.

Author’s Note You can’t just
show up at AIS looking for les-
sons. You must be invited. The
lessons they offer are for elite
shooters. Aspiring archers are
expected to utilize the services of
local coaches until they can
apply for coaching through the
AIS.
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The author, Matthew Lee, with
Simon Fairweather, and Mr. Ki Sik
Lee. Matthew Lee is a frequent con-
tributor to This Magazine and lives
in Gunnedah, Australia with his wife
and two children.
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The Cause and
Prevention of
Target Panic

When shooting a compound bow, the most
intractable obstacle is target panic. Though there are
various types of target panic, the main symptoms are
either the archer’s body becomes rigid, unable to press
the trigger, or the archer cannot help releasing the
arrow the instant the sight pin matches the gold, or
in the worst cases, the archer is so afraid of setting the
sight pin on the gold that he or she cannot make a
release.

The primary cause of target panic is over aiming.
When an archer is trying too hard to aim at the
target in a competition or a pressure-cooker situa-
tion, that is when he or she feels that he or she
cannot miss or must hit the gold. In other words,
target panic exists as a strong mental tension.

In psychophysiology, this tension-imposed
obstructive effect on movement can be explained
in the following manner—when excitation takes
place in a certain part of the cerebrum, it generates
a restraining process that controls activities occur-
ring at other parts. In other words your mental
anxiety causes muscular dysfunction. This link
between excitation and restraint makes it possible
to adjust movements in order to achieve objec-
tives. However, if the tension is too strong, the
excitation level of the entire cerebrum also
becomes excessive. Thus, delicate actions where
the functional specialization of a certain area is
stressed and another
area is to be relaxed,
such as during the
release, become too dif-
ficult to perform. The
function particularly
obstructed is delayed
movement. One cannot
control one’s movement

when one should wait a little longer. Therefore,
the archer with target panic cannot help releasing
the arrow the moment the sight pin matches the
gold.

An explanation using cognitive psychology
can be made also—when a person’s tension is
increased and the brain arousal level rises, atten-
tion is dictated by changes in the body, resulting
in increased heartbeat or muscular rigidity. If the
muscles are rigid, the archer cannot press the
release trigger or set the sight pin on the gold. This
excessive attention to inner-body changes reduces
the amount of attention paid to issues to be
resolved in body mechanics—in this case, that
means holding or back tension. Since the capacity
of human attention is believed to be limited, by
paying attention to something that has nothing to
do with the movement, one is paying less atten-
tion to the mechanical issue. For this reason, one
needs to transfer that excessive attention capacity
to issue-solving in body mechanics (to making the
shot, not willing the outcome).

To prevent target panic, archers can use a back
tension release aid or make their trigger less sensi-
tive, and intentionally create a situation in which
they have to pay attention to their back tension in
order to release the arrow. It is also desirable to
lower the magnifying power of the telescopic lens

used and/or switch from
using a dot to using a cir-
cle on the lens as a sight-
ing aid in order to pre-
vent too much aiming.
(The circle seems to move
less than the dot on the
target, so people feel stead-
ier and hence are less anx-

Akira Kasahara

There is a positive feedback
interrelation—over aiming
generates tension; that ten-
sion, in turn, promotes too

much aiming.
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P
ious on target. Ed.) Practice should start at short distances
and gradually be increased. If long distances are used in
practice, too much attention would be paid to aiming at
the target, making it difficult to resolve mechanical issues.

Past reports on target panic prevention were often about
equipment only. But that is not sufficient to deal with the
problem; it is necessary to have a relaxation technique to
alleviate the mental tension, also. There is a positive feed-
back interrelation—over aiming generates tension; that
tension, in turn, promotes too much aiming. 

A very basic relaxation technique is abdominal respi-
ration. After taking a few deep breaths, hold the abdomi-
nal muscles in, and then exhale slowly and completely.
Then by inhaling spontaneously, more air will come in.
When inhaling or exhaling, you will feel the abdominal
area expand or shrink. The archer should breathe in for
about four seconds and breathe out for about eight sec-
onds, and then repeat this a few times. 

For muscle relaxation, the author recommends a pro-
gressive shoulder relaxation method since tension is often
expressed in the shoulders or upper torso. Archers should
strongly pull their scapulas together. Relax the arms and
do not stick out the chin, then raise the shoulders until
they cannot be raised further. At that instant, with the
shoulders pulled backwards, quickly drop them while try-
ing to hold the chest out. Repeat this a few times. The
result is a relaxed feeling in the upper body.

Imaging training is also effective. Close your eyes and
try to recreate the image of the surrounding scenery as
clearly as possible; include the weather, wind, air tempera-
ture, the nearby places, and people. Imagine releasing an
arrow using ideal form in this setting. Since it is your indi-
vidual world of images, it can be visualized with complete
freedom. This can even be enjoyable. The clearer the
images, the more difficult it is for the cerebrum to distin-
guish them from reality. In other words, the brain recog-
nizes sharp and vivid images as “realistic” events. A num-
ber of experiments have verified that these methods are
most effective when actual exercises and image training are
combined. Because imaging produces better results when
performed in a relaxed state, it should be done after
abdominal respiration or progressive relaxation. A good
sequence would be one set of abdominal respiration, fol-
lowed by a set progressive relaxation exercises, and then
image training. It should be done before a game or prac-
tice, standing at the shooting line or after missing the tar-
get. It is important to do this during both practice and
competition.

Eye movement is also an important factor. When an
archer is trying too hard to aim, often times he is opening
his eyes too wide and straining (causing tension!). It is
more effective to have the eyes half open and thinking
rather pacifically, “I am aiming the target in a relaxed, nat-
ural manner.”

The secondary cause of target panic is the “punched
shot” release. Figures 1 and 2 show the electromyogram
(EMG) of a skilled archer and Archer K at release. Archer
K’s EMG shows a “punched shot” profile. Little difference
is observed between the two archers from drawing to hold-
ing. However, a big difference emerges at the moment of
release in the punched shot release—muscular activity was
lost for approximately 0.1 second. The instant the trigger
was pressed consciously, it resulted in an exertion at the
shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints, transmission paths where
muscle power is passed from the trapezius contraction
holding the arrow back. That, in turn, blocked the trans-
mission path for the back tension, causing it to be in a
“loose” state. Loss of back tension at the instant of the shot

Continued on the Next Page

Fig. 1



causes misses. This
punched shot release is

somewhat common
among Japanese archers.

Japanese archers have a tendency to
take up compound bows after experi-

ence with recurve bows. The author
believes this trend is the reason why they are

often too conscious of their release. Other rea-
sons include the lack of knowledge or under-

standing of the “shot explosion” of compound
shooting, and the fear from the fact that, unlike

shooting a recurve bow, the arrow is
released quite suddenly.

A “punched shot” is not bad as
long as the timing is right. However,
since compound bow shooters (with a
release) do not use clickers, it is more
difficult to have the right timing than
with recurve shooting. Archer K was a
punch shot archer. In fact, we had tried
to correct the problem by using a back-
tension release aid, but to no avail.
When Archer K was able to release with
good timing, there was no problem.
But once his timing was off, K would

hit the 0 point. The author then advised K to attach a
clicker to prevent premature release. K then devised a way
to attach a clicker to his bow handle. An experienced
recurve archer, K was able to focus on his back tension
until the clicker sounded. He was then finally able to
release with stable timing. Currently, K no longer has the
premature release problem and uses a back-tension release
aid correctly. Please note that the use of a clicker is diffi-
cult if the bow is not the round wheel type. (You need a
wide “valley” in the force-draw curve to reach anchor and
then be able to pull through the clicker. Round wheel bows
have such valleys, cam bows generally do not. Ed.)

Whatever the method to be taken and used, it is nec-
essary to transfer your attention capacity, which used to be
paid almost exclusively to aiming at the target almost
exclusively, to eliminating flaws in executing the release.

Continued from Previous Page

Akira Kasahara is a 33
year old instructor of phys-
ical education at Sakushin
University, Utsunomiya-
City, Japan. His research
areas are mental training
and psychophysical studies of archers.

Fig. 2
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New Two Color Twisted
Prestretched

Bowstrings & Cables

Tightest Servings

Large Inventory
AMO Show #2330 – SHOT Show #3221

Check Our Website www.stringmaker.com or Call 734.246.3182
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The Sound 
of the Bowstring

E. H. Sasaki

I

A n  I n t ro d u c t i o n  t o  Ky u d o

The crowd waits patiently as I walk out onto a stage
in Northern California. I am dressed in a modified
Kimono, which is tucked into a black pleated skirt,
called a Hakama. On my feet are white toe-socks
called tabis. Tucked into my waistband is my cloth
ribbon (or tasuki), which I will use to tie up my
long-flowing kimono sleeves. I am a female archer,
so I am also wearing a chest protector (muneate).
“She’s only got two arrows,” someone remarks. I bow
(rei) to the audience, as common in Japanese custom
and begin. With slow, synchronized breathing, I
perform the procedure I’ve done thousands of times.
About five feet in front of me is a straw bale, called
a makiwara, which I will shoot into for this demon-
stration.

It’s always amusing  to watch the initial reactions
of American spectators as I get ready to shoot.
I’ve been a Kyudo practitioner for over twelve
years now and participated in National and
International A.N.K.F. (All Nippon Kyudo
Federation) sponsored events. Everywhere I go I
get lots of questions, many about the design of
my equipment. Sometimes I’ll go to an outdoor
archery range for a little casual practice, and end
up doing an impromptu lecture on Kyudo. That
is not unusual, I have many Kyudo counterparts
all over the United States who are doing the same
thing. I sometimes find it easier to explain the
significance of the Japanese bow by making refer-
ences to the western style of archery. 

The Japanese Bow
I am using a bamboo bow, called a yumi. It meas-
ures approximately seven feet long, and is known
as the longest bow in the world. The shape is
asymmetrical and is held, not in the center, but
two thirds of the way down. The reason why the
bow was made so long has been lost over the cen-
turies, and even with modern physics and engi-
neering, the relationship between the bow’s

unusual design, extreme curvature, and shooting
mechanics are barely understood. Sometime dur-
ing the 16th century, the solid wood bow was
replaced by a laminated version. This design is
still being used today. The yumi has thin chan-
nels of alternating wood (waxwood or catalpa)
and bamboo going down its length. The face and
back consist of thin strips of bamboo. The width
of the bow is one inch wide.

The Japanese Arrow
The arrow, called a ya, is also longer than its
western counterpart. Traditionally, the arrow was
also made of bamboo, but pollution and urban
expansion in Japan have reduced the availability
of the special bamboo used to make these arrows.
A diminishing supply of traditional hawk and
eagle feathers for fletchings was also a considera-
tion. Today, if you were to buy a traditional bam-
boo arrow, you would be putting down well over
US$100 for each arrow, according to its quality.
Kyudo arrow sets are typically sold in groups of
four. All of these factors resulted in a phase-in of
domestic turkey feathers and aluminum arrow
shafts as the “workhorse” arrow of choice in mod-
ern Kyudo. 

As the story goes, modern Japanese Kyudo
archers went to Easton Arrow Manufacturing
Company some years back for solutions. Not
surprising, Easton’s engineers recommended their
model XX75. Two shaft sizes were decided on for
Kyudo. For less than 30 lb. bows, they agreed on
size 1913, which was a standard size offered by
Easton at the time. But instead of 36 inches, they
had to make it longer at 43 inches for Kyudo.
This is the size typically used by female archers.
Male archers typically use bows in excess of 30
lbs. and the new size 2015 was made specifically
made for Kyudo, again in 43 to 45 inch lengths.
(Easton makes these arrow shafts with a bamboo
texture printed on them! Ed.)
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The Thumb Release Glove
To complete this set of equipment is a most unusual
glove. Sometimes called the “Mongolian thumb release”
glove, it also has origins traced to Northern China. This
glove appeared in Japan in the mid 15th century. It can be
a three or four fingered glove, depending on the style or
school the archer studies. The glove is made of deerskin,
with a horn or wood thumb insert. The thumb has a
small bump, or ridge built into its base and this is where
the string is held while drawing the bow. This design
greatly increases an archer’s ability to hold the draw for
an extended length of time.

The Shooting Style
The asymmetrical shape of the bow requires the drawing
of the bow in a totally different style. The basic sequence
involved in shooting Kyudo style is called the hassetsu, or
“the eight stages of shooting.” The striking differences in
the Kyudo shooting style and western style are obvious
when seen. The most obvious difference is the bowstring
is not pulled straight back. In a very over-simplified
explanation, the Kyudo bow is lifted up over the head,
the bow hand rotates slightly towards the target while the
three lower fingers maintain their original grip. The sec-
ond arrow is held at the point, grasped by the exposed
one or two little fingers of the gloved hand, with the
fletching portion extended outwards. At this time, the
arrow transfers from the forefinger, to the thumb, where
it will act as an arrow rest until the arrow is shot. The
bow is pushed forward towards the target, one third of
the total draw length. Next, the final two thirds of the
draw is performed by “opening the bow” as it is brought
down into a full draw. During the draw, the back muscles
are engaged during the drawing stage, as common in
archery. 

Carried one step further, the Kyudo archer expands
her chest, and as the bow is pulled towards the body, the
chest is also meeting the bow. The gloved arm is brought
back, far behind the archer’s ear and in front of her back
shoulder, the bowstring securely anchored in the thumb
ridge of the glove. Visually, the observer will see the
archer perfectly silhouetted between the bow and the
bowstring, within the framework of a fully drawn, seven-
foot bow. This a most impressive sight. It is necessary for
the arrows to be longer to accommodate this different
drawing style. The release of the bowstring is not a true
release as in the western style. In Kai, or the time during
full draw, there is a period where the mental and physical
aspects of Kyudo literally come together. It is the time
used by the archer to recheck posture—horizontal, verti-
cal, as well as aim and balance. All this is reconfirmed for

correctness and the mind is in a calm, intuitive state. The
archer continues to be actively engaged in extending both
arms in opposite directions. This activity continues until
the bowstring springs out of the ridge of the glove. This
is called hanare or release. True hanare is defined as a
non-deliberate release. It is the end result of continuous
muscle extension during kai or full draw. When the
thumb can no longer hold on to the bowstring, the bow-
string will simply wait until the moment is ripe for the
arrow to fly. Upon release, another peculiar thing hap-
pens. The bowstring swings away from the archer in an
arc. The bow grip itself turns in the archer’s grip. The
bowstring ends up facing the target, or a little more to
the left. This is called yugairi and is peculiar to Kyudo.
The yugairi was developed around the 15th century. The
arrow is thrown into flight with a slingshot affect as the
bowstring swings in an arc around the shooter’s bow
hand. This is where the mechanics of the Kyudo arrow
itself comes into play. The arrow’s unusually long fletch-
ing, combined with its longer shaft, was engineered to
help the arrow recover to the centerline of the target
while in flight. It was said that an experienced archer
could tell if the shot was of good quality by the sound of
the bowstring at release.

Back at today’s demonstration, I am shooting into a straw
bale (makiwara) at close range, so the audience is denied
the beauty of the Kyudo arrow in full flight. The arrow
punches the makiwara with a loud thud. I close my end-
ing posture by bringing my arms, including the bow and
arrow in a down position. Now I have only one arrow left
to shoot and I begin the sequence all over again.

Eileen Haruko Sasaki is a Cert-
ified Massage Therapist specializing
in Sports Medicine. She has been a
martial artist for over 30 years.
Eileen studied Kyudo under the late
Sumie Hazard-Sensei in San Jose,
California and has studied this art
for over 12 years. She has participat-
ed in U.S. events and was a member
of the U.S. Kyudo team participat-
ing in both the 1995 and 1999
International Kyudo championships
in Kyushu, Japan. She currently
holds a 4th dan rank from the All
Nippon Kyudo Federation and
teaches in Carmichael, California.
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My name is Jannie Valdes. About four
years ago when I was about twelve
years old, my dad, Fred Valdes, asked
me if I had any sports in mind to pur-
sue. I said not yet. Then, he asked me
if I wanted to try archery. I thought to
myself that it would be a lot more fun
than just watching him shoot. I

would actually be able to compete and who knows,
maybe I would make it to the Olympics. I answered
his question with a yes.

To train me, my dad borrowed a low poundage
recurve bow from a friend. He taught me most of
the basics like how to stand,  how to set my anchor
point,  how to hold the grip and things in that area.
I also enrolled in intramurals at my middle school,
which was featuring archery at the time. My mom
also decided to try archery, so it became a family
sport. About a month later,  I came home from
school and saw a green,  compound bow lying beside
the couch. On the side it read Hoyt Tenacity II. My
dad had bought it for me and I was surprised. It was
my first experience with a compound bow, so the
feeling took getting used to. As I drew back the bow,
the poundage became heavier and heavier and then
suddenly, it almost disappeared. That is the differ-
ence between recurve and compound bows. Recurve
bows just get heavy as you draw back. After only
three days of owning my new bow and with my dad
coaching me, I joined a local tournament.

It was a 3-D tournament, meaning that partici-
pants would be shooting at three-dimensional tar-
gets. The setting was in the woods, making it diffi-
cult to judge distance, so there was plenty of danger
in wrecking arrows aside from the wind. I remember
hitting and missing targets. I took about six hours to
win myself third place. As a result, my confidence
was boosted. I joined 3-D tournaments for about a
year and always placed in the top three, sometimes
even beating boys who were older than me. I also
participated in a local JOAD program and reached
my Indoor Master Archer patch.

The next year, my dad gave me one of his old
compound bows. The Hoyt Accutec, a bow that my
dad said was revolving in a glass case ant the World
Archery Festival, was now mine. It was bright silver
and the arrows were black and purple. To me,

archery wasn’t all about just winning. It was all about
winning and looking good. 

At Riverside Archery, I started doing JOAD
with John Krueger as the coach. He helped me boost
my score by a lot. There, I achieved my Indoor
Olympian patch. Participating in the Riverside
JOAD also exposed me to NAA and FITA type
tournaments. Man, was I scared. I had plenty of but-
terflies in my stomach as I stepped on the shooting
line. I knew that as long as I gave it my best, I would
succeed in what I wanted to do. My best paid off. I
had almost always placed in the top three, and I also
won a gold in a state tournament,  but the JOAD
Indoor Nationals were a little bit tougher.

Since my dad had a lot of experience shooting
Olympic style, he took a coaching class. He eventu-
ally started his own JOAD club called The Victor
Valley JOAD and STP. My dad set aside time from
his schedule to coach JOAD on Saturdays. Our
friend, Joanna Brewster, generously donated the
space where the club is located. Our other friend,
Nelson Sickul, helps promote archery to kids and
adults who want to give it a try. Together, the three
of them make a very good team. At about that time,
I started setting higher goals. I made it my goal to
make it into the Olympics, but they only accept
recurve bow shooters. So,  acting upon the obvious,
I decided to switch to a recurve bow.

Recurve bows are completely different from
compound bows. I remember pulling back a twen-
ty-eight pound recurve bow and really struggling
with it. With my compound bow,  even though its
peak weight was forty-five pounds, I was only hold-
ing about fifteen pounds at full draw. I had a lot of
work to do. I was able to win the gold medal in the
California State Outdoor Championships and the
California State Games. Eventually, It took me about
a year to be able to reach my Outdoor Olympian
patch.

And now, here I am, still working on reaching
the Olympics. It really takes hard work and dedica-
tion to become a good archer. This sport taught me
about goal setting, being consistent, and doing
things right. One thing I also noticed is that my
grades went up. This sport is what I love to do and
it will probably stay with me for the rest of my life. 

Jannie Valdez

Growing With My Sport
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Product News
Two New Drop-away Arrow Rests from Copper John

The “AlleyCAT” offers both vertical and horizontal slide
adjustments with hatch marks for easy realignment. The
“BobCAT” has sliding horizontal adjustment with a rotat-
ing vertical adjusting mechanism.

Copper John Corp.
phone 315.258.9269 fax 315.258.0529
website www.copperjohn.com

Winner’s Choice introduces the TRCTM

(Torque Reducing Cable) System (pat. pend.)

For the single cam bow, eliminates 60-80% of side torque.
Provides improved bow stability and enhanced forgiveness.

Winner’s Choice Custom Bowstrings, Inc.
phone 541.575.0818 fax 541.575.2374
website www.winnerschoicestrings.com

Limb Saver Offers New Stabilizer System

Limb Saver’s new Modular Stabilizer System lets you
choose the length of your stabilizer with vibration
damping modulars. Reduces noise and vibration for
both hunting and target bows.

Limb Saver
phone 877.257.2761 fax 360.427.4025
website www.limbsaver.com

Consisti-GripTM Elminates the Need for a Bowsling

Regardless of your hand size or shape, the Consisti-
GripTM eliminates the need for a bowsling while assur-
ing you that your hand is in the exact same position
shot after shot.

Savage Systems, Inc.
phone 318.428.7733 
fax 318.428.7030
website 
www.savagearchery.com

Stacey Archery Has “The” Thumb Wheel for You

I saw these release thumb wheels at the Las Vegas WAF.
They have a slot instead of just an eccentric hole, so you
can adjust it to fit perfectly! Cool! And, they’re only
US$5.00 Steve

Stacey Archery Sales
phone 208.523.7278
fax 208.523.7278
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Eye See!

Dear AF, 
I have a question about “calling” scores. If the target
is not “flush” on the bale, and it is an extremely
questionable call, should the target be “flattened” to
make the call? We recently had a dispute about this.
It seemed fair to me to further flatten the target to
make sure where the arrow actually hit.
Thank you,
Curious in Kalamazoo

Dear Kal,
Ever see that sign in expensive gift shops that says
“Look with your eyes, not with your hands?” You
don’t touch the target, you don’t touch the arrows.
Period. If there is a questionable call, you need to
call a line judge, or if it’s not an “official” shoot, call
a member from another team to make an “unbi-
ased” opinion. Touching arrows or the target could
inadvertently move them in a position untrue to
where they actually hit, thus reflecting positively or
negatively on the score. And if you are at a sanc-
tioned tournament, everyone knows how close
scores can be! You could put someone either “in” or
“out” by messing with either one. The target, to
some degree, may move a bit from pulling arrows
out and, if it has moved that much, you should pull
the pins after that end and smooth it down. Even
though it may not seem that big of a deal, it is!
Local leagues are a good place to practice “hands
off!”

He Who Is Last Shall Be First!

Dear AF,
I was part of a team that participated in a 3-D
league last summer. I was getting mad because this
one guy on the team always shot last. He obvious-
ly had an advantage on the rest of us, because he
could see our fletches and use them as a point of
reference. Though we shot as a team, he always got
the highest score, because we had “helped” him.
What’s up with that?
Sincerely,
Mad in Mobile

Dear Mad,
You know, everyone has an ideal in mind of what
exactly “sportsmanship” is. The first time I shot a 3-
D Tournament (and my first 3-D course ever) I
shot as a substitute on my husband’s team, which
was very intimidating, because they were one of the
top teams at our archery center. However, after a
few (okay, several) targets, it was time for me to be

a big girl, and had to take my turn shooting first. I
certainly didn’t add anything to my team’s score that
day, but, it’s just what you do. I would suggest next
time around (if this guy is still on your team next
year) that the rest of you just verbalize that there will
be a rotating shooting order. If he doesn’t like it, he
can shoot with someone else.

A Kind Note
I received a communication from a gentle reader who
noted that the practice of staying on the shooting line
until the archers near you are finished is not shared by
the NAA. They want shooters to leave the line so they
can tell who is and isn’t done shooting.

My only response is that indoors, when shooters
are packed in like cord wood, leaving the line while
someone is at full draw in the next lane takes the
chance that you might bump him and spoil a good
shot. This must be considered rude at the very least.

We also subscribe to the rule, “When in Rome, do
as the Romans do.” C.L.
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Premium Bowstring

Mathews Legacy
StraightLine
MaxCam™

3-D Hunter Signature Conquest M Q 1 Q 2 Mathews
’94 '96 '97 '98 '00 Legacy

'02

e are the pioneer of Parallel Limb technology!
A long riser with short, more parallel limbs is an innovation 
first introduced by Mathews in 1996. Shorter limbs dampen

quicker and as limbs approach parallel, their inherent vibration tends
to be cancelled out. 
The new Mathews Legacy 
has taken Parallel Limb 
technology even 
further. This means 
even more vibration 
cancellation. And, 
an even smoother 
shooting bow.

tring Suppressors™ stop 
the “ringing” vibration 

String SuppressorsTM stifle long term 
“ringing” vibration (which is driven by 
the bowstring) at its source – the limb and string. 
String Suppression works synergistically with Harmonic
Damping, Perimeter Weighting and the Parallel Limbs to
virtually eliminate overall recoil vibration, resulting in
the smoothest 
shooting bow you’ve ever shot!

oller Guard eliminates 
unwanted friction

The traditional cable guard keeps 
cables out of the way by forcing them 
to slide along a rod. This sliding results 
in unwanted friction. The new Mathews 
Roller Guard keeps cables away by rolling 
them through a pair of machined wheels. 

String Suppressor™

Ball-bearing Idler
Wheel

Harmonic Dampers - 
removable and 
interchangeable

Roller 
Guard

• New String 
Suppressors

T M
• New Roller 
Guard cable 
restraint

The new Mathews Legacy represents 
a decade of technological innovations... 
with two more advancements!

Bottom line… this will be the smoothest shooting bow you’ve 
ever shot (Don’t buy another bow before shooting the Mathews Legacy).

919 River Road, P.O. Box 367 
Sparta, Wisconsin  54656 

(608) 269-2728 

www.mathewsinc.com
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Speed 
without 
the KICK!

The 3-D Hunter
was typical of 
bow limb design 
prior to the  
Signature.

We pioneered 
Parallel Limb
technology


